Council remarks – Peter K. Dorhout
Madam President and Fellow Councilors,
(Slide 1) The ACS Scholars program continues to be an important part of my agenda to
broaden participation in the profession. We celebrated over 100 Scholars and their
successful careers through our virtual yearbook in 2018, growing the endowment and
the total number of undergraduates supported with scholarships and mentoring. In
2020, ACS will celebrate 25 years of the Scholars program, and I hope you will join me in
continuing to support these talented students beyond my term in the presidential
succession.
At this meeting, I organized a symposium on inclusive excellence in leadership
development to build diverse leadership in chemistry and physics programs. Last year,
ACS included Respect in our Society Core Values – inclusiveness and respect create an
environment of belonging in a research group or team, in a division or local section, or
as part of a large or small working group or company. Having an environment for
students, faculty, and staff to pursue their passions in chemistry without discomfort or
fear of intimidation should be the goal of any professional society, and it remains mine.
I appreciated the difficult discussion on Council floor in Boston, which has informed my
perspectives on what ACS should and could do.
(Slide 2) Following the Boston meeting, a group of leading societies, including the
American Geophysical Union, AAAS, and ACS came together to form a consortium of
more than 50 societies that are working together to create model policies and
procedures for society honors and awards, behavior at meetings, and developing an
environment of respect in academic and professional settings. I’m pleased that ACS has

taken this bold step to be a leading professional society in building a respectful
community of practitioners.
Demonstrating an environment of inclusion and respect to students and early-career
professionals builds generations of new practitioners who will embrace the perspective
that we are more creative and innovative when we are welcoming hypotheses and
views that are different from our own. This environment is also safer – safer because
we can rely on a trusted colleague to challenge our preparedness, processes, or
procedures because they genuinely care about our safety and well-being.
(Slide 3) Last fall, I moderated a safety webinar that included over 700 logins. President
Charpentier has taken up the mantle of safety that we’ve started with the 2018 Safety
Summit. I continue to advocate for what we members can do together as a team with
CHAS, CCS, and CPT to advance a culture of safety in our academic laboratories. We
should be creating a world-respected chemical professional workforce with a culture of
safety. This culture comes from building teams, like the joint safety teams that so many
colleges and universities are creating now; teams of students, staff, and faculty who
lead. I invite you who are in the academy to start a team today.
Thank you to all the volunteers of the Society who advance our members and the
profession.
Madam President, this concludes my report.
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ACS Scholars Promotion
•

Weekly recognition
on social media

•

Total of 102
Scholars featured to
date

•

In 2020, ACS
Scholars will be 25!
90% of Scholars
complete a Bachelor’s
degree in 6 years!

http://www.acs.org/scholars
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Joining national leaders in
combatting sexual harassment
• ACS continues the dialog
around sexual
harassment in academic
laboratories
• “Respect” becomes a
core value of ACS
• NSF, NIH declaration on
reporting harassment
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Safety Webinar
•

Follow up to the Presidential Symposium in Boston
– Moving the safety values of ACS forward
– Building Joint Safety Teams

•

716 registered computer sites for 90 min. webinar

https://www.acs.org/content/acs/en/acs-webinars/professional- development/safetyculture/video.html
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